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Long-range correlations in computer diskettes
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We find that successive versions of the files stored on a personal computer diskette mimic the evolution
mechanism claimed to be responsible for the long-range correlations observed in DNA sequences. Starting
from uncorrelated random files, long-range correlations are gradually introduced by successive editing, corre-
sponding to point mutations, insertions, and deletions. This system has the advantage~over DNA sequences! of
allowing experiments.@S1063-651X~98!04403-1#

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 05.40.1j
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One of the most studied problems in the interface betw
biology and statistical physics is the existence of long-ra
power-law correlations in certain DNA sequences@1–3#. A
frequently used tool to study long-range correlations in th
sequences consists of mapping each sequence onto a
dimensional random walk. If each step is random and in
pendent of the previous ones, we have an uncorrelated w
For this sort of walk, the dispersion grows proportionally
the square root of time. On the other hand, if each step
pends upon the history, i.e., memory effects are taken
account, we have a correlated walk. If one step depends u
only a few previous steps~short-range correlation! we still
have the dispersion increasing asta with a5 1

2. Many other
studies have appeared in the literature@4–8#, showing the
existence of power laws in spatial and/or time series of v
different dynamical systems, each with its characteristic
ponents.

One important question to be answered is why only
small fraction of DNA is used for protein coding, withi
highly developed organisms. Moreover, long-range corre
tions have been reported only in cases where noncoding
gions are included in the analysis. Recently, Buldyrevet al.
@9# studied a single gene family to test the hypothesis
growing complexity from lower to higher developed an
mals. Whereas the coding sequence of this family~myosin
heavy chains! does not display long-range correlations for
samples studied, the complete sequence presents long-
power-law correlations, and, moreover, the higher the co
plexity the higher the characteristic exponent. In this w
long-range correlations found in intron-containing DNA s
quences are interpreted in the literature as a consequen
biological evolution. One possible evolutionary mechani
proposed to explain these findings is the following:~i! first,
one has copies of the same gene in different locations@10#
along the DNA chain~gene duplication!; ~ii ! after a suitably
long evolution time, mutations can cause these copies to
come distinct~but somewhat similar to each other!, one pre-
serving the original function, the others acquiring a n
function.
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Here we present an alternative dynamical system~succes-
sive editions of files in a floppy disk! that seems to behav
just like DNA sequences. This system can be of interest
cause the very interesting subject~evolutionary route of
DNA sequences! cannot be easily studied through expe
ments. The evolution history cannot be rewritten or modifi
in order to understand the rules and mechanisms leadin
the biological world as it is nowadays. As we will show
this work, file editions in a floppy disk also give rise t
long-range correlations and the corresponding expon
evolves similarly as the one for DNA sequence fluctuatio
@9#. The expansion-modification model, after Li@11#, is
closely related to this work. It provides an alternative exp
nation for the appearance of long-range correlations in DN
For computer diskettes, we also found a dependence of
characteristic exponenta with the number of editions. The
dynamical similarity between successive editions and stor
of files in the diskette and the evolutionary mechanism
DNA sequences is that both processes correspond to in
tions, deletions, and ‘‘point mutations.’’ Here we consid
the edition of a file as a modification that can either ra
domly change a fraction of bits~‘‘point mutations’’! or in-
clude ~or delete! other entire sequences of bits, therefo
changing the file size~insertions and deletions!.

We worked with old double-sided, double-density 51
4-in.

floppy disks with 360 Kbytes of storage capacity~1 Kbyte
corresponds to 8192 bits!. In order to avoid correlations in
troduced by operational system features other than the
namical process itself, each diskette was previously form
ted by writing random bits. In our diskettes, we have eig
files, occupying half the disk at the beginning. Each bit of t
files is also chosen at random. In summary, we have at
beginning one floppy disk with 360 Kbytes of random bi
from which 180 Kbytes are reserved to the eight files.

We choose, at random, which one from the three poss
processes will take place: insertion, deletion or point mu
tion. Insertions~deletions! correspond to increasing~decreas-
ing! the file size by a random fractionup to 50% of its
present size by introducing~removing! continuously random
bits at a given starting position, also chosen at random.
storage strategy of the operational system~MS-DOS! to
write files on the disk can be summarized as follows: wh
the file size decreases, the edited file is written at the sa
starting position and the free space at the end of the
becomes available for new, future texts. However, the
3311 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Landscape for the ‘‘bit-walk.’’ We
plot the walker position afterl stepsy( l ) as a
function of l for ~a! reading all the diskette, and
~b! reading only the pieces used by files~coding
sequences!.
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information remains stored in this~now! free space, in spite
of no longer belonging to any current file. If the file siz
increases but the next part of the disk is already occupied
another file, the rest of the increased file is written at the n
availableposition along the disk. Therefore, the file becom
fragmented into two or more pieces. However, if there i
unoccupied connected region large enough to save the fi
the disk, and the file is fragmented into more than t
pieces, the system will choose to save the file as a continu
sequence of bits. Point mutations correspond to selectin
random, 10% of the bits of a given file, and changing th
into other bits also selected at random.

In order to edit a file, it is first copied from the disk to th
computer memory. There, our program performs rand
modifications~insertions, deletions, and point mutations! by
inserting new sequences at random positions, deleting o
parts, etc. After finishing the edition, the file is again stor
on the disk, i.e., it is saved according to the MS-DOS stor
rules discussed briefly above. In this sense, here we are
forming real experiments on real disks, using a real ope
tional system as an example. However, our purpose is
introduce an experimental device in order to test poss
mechanisms for DNA evolution which may be proposed.
this case, one must simulate the disk as a long array of
modifying its contents according to the proposed evoluti
ary rules instead of the protocols used by the particular
erational system.

In order to build the equivalent to the one-dimension
DNA walk, we consider the diskette as a sequence of b
0’s and 1’s, just as the DNA is considered as a sequenc
base pairs:A, G, T, andC. The so-called purine-pyrimidine
by
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rule, for instance, considersA or G as one step in a given
direction andT or C as one step in the opposite directio
along the DNA walk. Alternatively, the strong (CG) and
weak (AT) rule concerning the number of hydrogen bon
~three or two bonds, respectively! binding each pair is the
most used rule today. Therefore, analogously to Penget al.’s
recipe@1#, one can map the disk contents onto a sequenc
numbersu( i ), where u( i )511 if a ‘‘1’’ bit is found at
position i along the disk oru( i )521 if the i th position is
occupied by a bit set to ‘‘0.’’ The walker positiony( l ) after
l steps will be given by

y~ l ![(
i 51

l

u~ i !. ~1!

In Fig. 1 we present typical curves fory( l ) as a function
of l , after many editions, corresponding to two different si
ations:~a! we consider all positions along the diskette, a
~b! we consider only the pieces currently used by files~cod-
ing sequences!, skipping the parts which are not in use.
this test case—and for the others to be presented—files
cupy half a disk. These figures are to be compared with
ones presented in Ref.@1#.

A quantity of interest for long-range correlations is th
root-mean-square fluctuationF( l ), defined as

F2~ l ![^@Dy~ l !#2&2^@Dy~ l !#&2, ~2!

where Dy( l )[y( l 01 l )2y( l 0), and the average is take
over all positionsl 0 @12#. For large values ofl , we have
-
nt
FIG. 2. Fluctuation exponenta as a function
of the number of editionsE ~a! without variation
of the file size for all the disk (d) and only files
(s); ~b! allowing file size variation. There is no
evidence for long-range correlations in~a!,
whereas in~b! aall deviates from 0.5. These val
ues are taken from averages over ten differe
diskettes containing eight files each.
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FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2, but introducin
backup. Note the larger values ofaall (s) when
compared to Fig. 2.
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F~ l !; l a. ~3!

Through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem we can conn
this quantity to the correlation function@12#. If a5 1

2 we have
an uncorrelated—or short range correlated—random w
for which the correlation function decays exponentially. F
a. 1

2 we have correlated walks~e.g., 1/f noise!. In the case
wherea, 1

2 we have anticorrelated walks, like the cases
healthy hearts@5# and leaky faucets@8#.

We investigate how the characteristic exponenta of long-
range correlations changes after successive editions co
ering both situations: reading only the pieces used by fi
(afile), and reading all the floppy disk (aall , from now on!.
In our systems, the fluctuations behave like a power law,
at least three decades. These results fora as a function of the
number of editions are presented in Fig. 2~a! for the case in
which the file sizes are constant, i.e., considering only po
mutations, and in Fig. 2~b!, where insertions and deletion
are considered. As we can see in Fig. 2~a!, aall andafile are
both close to 0.5, because in this case the new version o
file is always stored exactly on the same place as the old
Since the mutations are always taken at random, we
expect random bits along the whole diskette, independe
of whether they are in use by files or belong to noncod
regions. More interesting results can be seen in Fig. 2~b!,
where insertions and deletions took place. For the case w
only the parts used by files are read, we still have an un
related random walk landscape (afile'0.5). On the other
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hand, considering all the disk, we found long-range corre
tions (aall.0.5). The increasing behavior ofaall is analo-
gous to that reported by Buldyrevet al. @9#, where more
highly developed organisms~corresponding to diskettes wit
more editions! present higher correlation exponents in th
DNA sequences. A saturation value ofaall is evident and is
due to finite-size effects of the disks~this is not supposed to
occur in DNA sequences!.

Another situation considered here is the edition w
backup. Before each edition, we keep a copy of the old v
sion on the diskette as a backup file. The results for bac
editions are presented in Fig. 3~a! ~without variation of file
size!, and in Fig. 3~b! ~with its variation!. These results are
qualitatively the same as the preceding ones without back
but with larger values for the exponentaall and faster satu-
ration. The backup files were not considered for the eval
tion of afile .

An additional and independent evidence for the similar
between evolutionary processes in diskettes and DNA
quences is related to the frequency of the jump sizes in
walks. Initially, for each 100 bits read, we consideredP(Dy)
as the probability of finding a jump of sizeDy along the
diskette. In Fig. 4 we present the histogram ofP(Dy)/P(0)
as a function ofDy, for reading only the parts currently use
by files and for all the disk, with size file variation. We hav
tried to fit the histograms by Le´vy distributions defined as

P~Dy,c,g!5
1

pE0

`

exp~2gqc!cos~qDy!dq, ~4!
a

FIG. 4. log10@P(Dy)/P(0)# as a function of

Dy. The dotted line corresponds to a fit by
Gaussian distribution (c52) for coding regions.
The solid line corresponds to a fit by a Le´vy dis-
tribution with indexc51.86, and fits data for all
the diskette. In both casesg537.
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with indexesg and c, and by Gaussian distributions. Le´vy
distributions are frequently associated to fractional Brown
motion and therefore are related to processes with mem
effects~see Refs.@13–15#!. The histogram of jumps for the
whole diskette is well fitted by a Le´vy distribution@16# with
c51.86, while the histogram of jump sizes correspond
only to parts used by files is well described by a Gauss
distribution (c52). It may be argued whether a binomi
distribution should be used instead of Le´vy and Gaussian
distributions. In order to check it, we also considered a d
ferent maximum size of jumps~we tried Dymax5150, 200,
and 300, for which we can expect a better agreement
tween Gaussian and binomial distributions!. We have found
similar results. Nevertheless, we know from Ref.@17# that
truncated Le´vy flights present ultraslow convergence
Gaussian distributions and, therefore, we still cannot confi
the anomalous character of dispersion of jump sizes in
system.

In conclusion, it has been shown that long-range corre
tions in diskettes are introduced by successive editions, s
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larly to a previous hypothesis for the evolutionary process
DNA sequences@1#. The exponenta is presented here in two
distinct forms of mapping: reading only bits correspondi
to files ~corresponding to the coding regions of a DNA s
quence! and reading all bits of the diskette~corresponding to
the complete DNA sequence!. We have obtained the corre
lation exponenta as a function of the number of editions
starting from uncorrelated random files, simulating the p
cursor sequence which consists entirely of coding parts.
results for the editions in diskettes show that only the c
where the file size varies generates long-range correlati
In addition, also in this system, the higher the complex
~given by the number of editions! the higher the fluctuation
exponent.
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